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•Denial-of-service: It can drop transit packets.
•Mirroring: It can duplicate a packet, and e.g., send one to

the correct and one to an incorrect port.
•Rerouting: It can forward a packet to the wrong port (e.g.,

breaking logical isolations).
•Man-in-the-middle: It can delete packets, generate new

packets, or modify the header or payload of packets (e.g.,
change VLAN tags to break isolation domains).

• Injection: It can inject malformed packets to attack an in-
ternal server (an insider attack).

In fact, those attacks can be represented by two primitives:
Drop, and Inject.
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Fig. 1: An overview of possible routing attacks.

Routing Attacks in an Adversarial Network
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Fig. 2: An overview of SoftATS.

•Sample the same packets across the network, report it to a
centralized server, and reconstruct the “trajectory” [1].

•Sample different packets, with pairs of switches sampling
the same packet [2] (see Fig. 3).

•Sample packets based on their payload or header, e.g.,
TCP/UDP checksum, and report entire packets.

•SDN is an ideal environment to implement Software-
defined Adversarial Trajectory Sampling (SoftATS).

Fig. 3: An example of pair assignments in SoftATS.

Adversarial Trajectory Sampling and SDN

• In a Clos topology with k = 4, SoftATS is able to detect
drop, and inject attacks, within 1100 packets on average.

•Doubling the sampling ratio improves the detection,
roughly linearly.

•The position of the attacker influences the detection.
•The attacker’s strategy affects the detection.
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Fig. 4: No. of packets required to detect drop and inject attacks using
SoftATS.

∼1000 Packets Suffice To Detect Routing Attacks
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